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The 20-year-old Virgin
anniversary:

Radio station remains tuned in to change

By Tom Harrison
The Province

“Everybody dance now.”
With that command from C+C
Music Factory, Virgin Radio was on
the air.
Station manager Brad Phillips
remembers the night vividly.
It was 8:15 p.m., May 23, 1991,
and ostensibly an invited gathering
of advertisers and sponsors were
celebrating at Graceland a proposed
new radio station. Without warning,
that radio station was no longer a
proposal. Around town, the veils
that hid billboards and other kiosks
simultaneously came off and Virgin
Radio pumped up the volume.
“What people didn’t know is
that we’d go on the air right there,”
recalls Phillips. “We kind of kept it
a secret.”
That was 20 years ago. The station
was known then as Z95.3 FM and
offered a playlist of dance music,
which differentiated it from the hard
and soft rock stations that thrived in
the West Coast market.
There have been many changes
in those 20 years. Z95.3 has gone
through several owners culminating
in Astral buying the station from
Standard Broadcasting in 2007 and
the Virgin “brand” becoming its new

name in January 2009. It’s broadened its focus to a more pop mix. It’s
tightened its loose demographic to
a focused one of women aged 22 to
45. A program director is now known
as a brand director. Competing
stations such as The Beat, The Peak
and Shore have joined it on the dial.
Finally, it’s risen to meet the Internet
and made an ally of social networks
such as Facebook and YouTube.
What hasn’t changed since Z95.3’s
inception is that it still broadcasts
from the same Richmond facility.
Another is its reason for existence
in the first place.
“The one constant is that we’ve
always played contemporary music,”
notes Phillips.
The station has n ever played
“gold” or “classic rock or switched to
some other format such as “Triple
A” (Adult, Alternative, Album).
C ontemporary means current
hits. “That’s been consistent,” says
Phillips.
“Radio is still powerful,” adds brand
director Ronnie Statton. “I think, in
today’s world, radio is not the only
place to go for information, but radio
is still the showcase for the best of
everything.”
Phillips and Statton use Facebook
or YouTube to help Virgin decide
what it will play and to keep contact

with its listeners. Both say at different
times that Facebook, for instance,
“has changed everything.”
“Our job is to reflect the interests of
our listeners,” says Phillips. “We’ve
got to offer something. If we’re
playing the same songs over and over
again, why do people need us? They
can do all of that on their own.”
Phillips and Statton investigate
what has emerged on Facebook or
Twitter and try to balance that with
what is happening locally. One of its
outlets for all the independent West
Coast recording activity is Virgin’s
Best Of B.C. initiative, which has
backed Carly Rae Jepson and recent
Sony signing Andrew Allen.
“Does raw talent come to the top?
asks Statton. “Or does pop culture
make the act?”
It’s clear that Statton tries to
recognize the former.
“Which is why I am so proud of
Best Of B.C.”
“We’re always scanning the country looking at what other stations are
playing,” observes Phillips, “but what
we play shouldn’t be identical.
“Our playlist is chosen l ocally.
We’re allowed to play the right record
for our market.
“It’s still magic,” Phillips concludes
enthusiastically. “It’s still credible.”
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Z95.3 has had several owners in its 20-year life.

Z95.3 still broadcasts from the same Richmond facility and has always played contemporary music.
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Radio stations have evolved by increasing its online presence.

